Self guided walking tour to
The Grange
How to get to The Grange:

1. Walk through the black gate behind the Cordukes building onto Garden Street.
2. Turn left down Garden Street and then take the first right down Del Pyke.
3. Keep going straight down Del Pyke and cross the road named Townend Street.
4. Carry on through the walkway between 2 blocks of flats. You should see the Groves community art wall behind you on your right as you get onto the other side.
5. Continue straight down Eldon Street. Cross the bollards and do not follow the bend for Neville Terrace. There is a house visible at the bottom with a sign for Eldon Terrace on it.
6. Vere right down Eldon Terrace towards a set of large blue wooden gates.
7. The blue gates are the rear entrance to The Grange student accommodation site. Baldwin House is on your left, St Mary’s and Grange House straight on and the other houses are on the right of the site.

You can also use our online map: yorksj.ac.uk/map